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1. Introduction

Novel nonlinear X-ray experiments are on the horizon because
of the rapid development of intense ultrafast X-ray laser tech-
nology.[1–4] Cytochrome P450 enzymes (CYPs) are heme pro-
teins that can catalyze the direct insertion of oxygen into non-
activated C�H bonds. CYPs are the major players in the metab-
olism and biosynthesis of steroids, cholesterols, bile acids, vita-
mins, and eicosanoids in the human body,[5] and they account
for approximately 75 % of drug metabolic reactions.[6] Deficien-
cy or dysfunction of CYPs would result in several severe diseas-
es because they control the level of many physiologically im-
portant endogenous substances, and participate in the activa-
tion or inactivation of drugs.[7–10] Thus, characterization of the
catalytic pathways and intermediates has been the holy grail
of finding an efficient way to control the activity of CYPs and
drug design for related diseases.

The generic catalytic cycle of CYP[5, 11, 12] is shown in
Scheme 1. In the resting enzyme (state 1), the FeIII-porphyrin
complex is hexacoordinated and has a water molecule at the
distal position. This inactive state is a low-spin doublet.[11]

When the substrate enters the heme pocket, it changes the
local structure and removes the water molecule. The FeIII-com-
plex (state 2) becomes a pentacoordinated high-spin sextet.
This state then accepts an electron from some reductase pro-
tein and becomes a high-spin FeII-complex (state 3). State 3 is
converted into singlet state 4 by binding of an O2 molecule.
State 4 is further reduced to the FeIII-peroxo anion species
(state 5). State 5 is a good Lewis base, so it is quickly protonat-

ed to form the FeIII-hydroperoxide species (state 6), which is
usually called Compound 0 (Cpd-0). Cpd-0 can accept another
proton and eliminate a molecule of water very fast (103–
104 s�1),[11] giving the FeIV-oxo species (state 7) known as Com-
pound I (Cpd-I). Cpd-I then abstracts a hydrogen from the sub-
strate to give Compound II (Cpd-II, state 8) and a substrate
radical. Cpd-II quickly reacts with the substrate radical to gen-
erate the oxidation product and the FeIII-complex. Finally, the
product leaves the heme pocket and a water molecule coordi-
nates to the FeIII-complex to regenerate the resting enzyme
and close the catalytic cycle.

The central player in CYP catalytic chemistry is the elusive
Cpd-I.[13–15] It is widely believed to exist in a FeIV-oxo porphyrin-
p-cation form, but the experimental capture and spectroscopic
characterization of this transient species remains an open chal-
lenge in P450 chemistry. Cpd-I has not been observed in the
natural reaction cycle, because it is short-lived and does not
accumulate to a detectable amount. Other shunt pathways
must be used to capture Cpd-I (e.g. , the peroxide shunt shown
in Scheme 1). The yields of Cpd-I in previous peroxide shunt
oxidation[16–18] and cryogenic reduction experiments[19–21] were
too low to be characterized by spectroscopic means. In 2010,
Green and co-workers successfully captured Cpd-I of the ther-
mostable CYP119 by using the shunt pathway with meta-
chloroperbenzoic acid (m-CPBA) as oxidant.[22] The key step has
been enzyme purification. However, trapping Cpd-I of other
CYPs has not been achieved.

There is a current contentious debate on whether Cpd-I can
be generated by laser flash photolysis (LFP) (see Ref. [15] and
references therein). A key question is what is the “genuine”
UV/Vis spectrum of Cpd-I. In previous reports[16, 17] the UV/Vis
spectra were obtained by using global analysis techniques be-
cause the yields of Cpd-I were very low. This protocol was criti-
cized by Sheng et al.[23] for being highly dependent on the ini-
tial guess of kinetic parameters and biased by the knowledge
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of another well-studied reaction intermediate, chloroperoxi-
dase compound I (CPO-I). These authors argued that the Soret-
band absorbance of Cpd-I should strongly overlap with those
of the resting enzyme,[24] making it hard to unequivocally iden-
tify Cpd-I by UV/Vis spectroscopy. Opponents of this claim sub-
sequently provided the UV/Vis spectrum of Cpd-I from
stopped-flow mixing data obtained with model-independent
methods.[25] The results agreed with the previous global analy-
sis results.[16, 17] Different experimental conditions for generating
Cpd-I give very different spectroscopic results, which reflects
the complex nature of this reaction intermediate.

Cpd-II is the one-electron reduced form of Cpd-I. Its role has
long been underappreciated in the C�H bond oxidation reac-
tion. Nevertheless, there is accumulated experimental evidence
on its active role in P450 catalysis.[26–31] Comparing the spectro-
scopic features of Cpd-II and Cpd-I could unveil the detailed
electronic structures of both species.

The highly covalent porphyrin rings surrounding the Fe
atoms in CYPs prevent most spectroscopy techniques from
being used to study the Fe sites selectively. X-ray spectroscopy
might be the method of choice for investigating the local
chemical environments of the Fe atoms in Cpd-I and II. The ex-
tended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measurement
of CPO gave an 1.82 � Fe�O bond for Cpd-II, and an 1.65 �
Fe�O bond for Cpd-I.[32] A similar experiment for CYP119 Cpd-II
also gave an 1.82 � Fe�O bond,[33] which supports the conclu-
sion that the Fe atom in Cpd-II should connect with the O

atom through a single bond. Ul-
trashort X-ray pulses can create
coherent valence excited-state
wavepackets localized at the
target atom. Transient X-ray ab-
sorption spectroscopy (TXAS)[34]

and resonant inelastic X-ray scat-
tering (RIXS)[35] are well-estab-
lished X-ray spectroscopy tech-
niques that can be used to study
photochemical processes and
subtle chemical effects.[36] One-
dimensional and multidimen-
sional stimulated X-ray Raman
spectroscopy (SXRS),[37–41] X-ray
double-quantum-coherence
(XDQC),[42] and attosecond
stimulated X-ray Raman spec-
troscopy (ASRS)[41, 43] have also
been shown theoretically to
have the capacity to reveal de-
tails of the electronic structures
and dynamics of molecules. X-
ray spectroscopy experiments on
the iron core excitation edges
should also be suitable for de-
tecting Cpd-I and II because
they are sensitive to the local
electronic structures around the
Fe atoms.

The complete simulation of the P450 reaction dynamics is
beyond the capability of current quantum chemistry because
it involves very complex reaction pathways in a large molecu-
lar system. A full theoretical account of the X-ray spectroscopic
features of Cpd-I and Cpd-II might serve as a reference for the
interpretation of forthcoming experiments, and help resolve
some of the existing issues. In the following sections, we pres-
ent the simulated X-ray absorption near edge structure
(XANES), RIXS, and SXRS signals of model Cpd-I and II struc-
tures and discuss their character. Spectroscopic features will be
assigned to the electronic structure of various species. Finally,
we draw conclusions and outline possible future directions.

Computational Details

Developing structural models for the transient reaction intermedi-
ates of CYPs is not straightforward. The protein environment fine
tunes the electronic structure of the catalytic center. Cpd-I is noto-
rious for being a chameleon species that changes its nature under
different external conditions.[44, 45] Our aim is to establish the rela-
tionship between X-ray signals and electronic structures of Cpd-I
and II, and illustrate the use of various X-ray spectroscopy tech-
niques for charactering those reaction intermediates. A high level
computational investigation of X-ray spectra of various Cpd-I and II
models is too expensive because it involves hundreds of core excit-
ed states. We therefore represent Cpd-I or Cpd-II by the simple
structural model shown at the top of Figure 1. Similar models have
been widely used in CYP calculations.[46–51] Because the protein en-

Scheme 1. The CYP catalytic cycle. The porphyrin ring is represented by a rhomboid. The cysteinate proximal
ligand is abbreviated as Cys-S. The intermediates Cpd-I and II are marked by boxes. R�H is the substrate and
R�OH is the product.
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vironment is ignored, the models
in this study cannot reproduce
quantitatively the experimental
UV/Vis absorption spectra. Howev-
er, small molecular models are suf-
ficient for calculating the X-ray
spectroscopy signals because X-ray
pulses create excited-state wave-
packets localized at the target
atoms. It has been suggested that
P450 Cpd-II is best described as an
FeIV-OH complex because the FeIV-
oxo is basic (pKa>8).[28, 33, 52–56] Here,
we use a unprotonated model for
Cpd-II to directly compare our re-
sults with previous theoretical cal-
culations performed without sub-
strates.[48]

Geometry optimizations were car-
ried out by using the DFT module
in the quantum chemistry package
Gaussian 09[57] with the B3LYP[58, 59]

functional. The LANL2-DZ pseudo-
potential and its corresponding
basis set[60, 61] were used for Fe, and
the 6-31G* basis set[62, 63] was used
for the other elements. This level
of theory is known to be adequate
for CYP systems.[51] Core excitations
were calculated by using the re-
stricted excitation window time-
dependent density functional
theory (REW-TDDFT).[64–68] The cc-
pVTZ[69] basis set was used for N;
the Def2-TZVP basis set[70] was
used for Fe; and the 6-31G* basis
set was used for other elements.
REW-TDDFT and transition dipole
calculations were performed with
a locally modified version of
NWChem code[71] by using the
B3LYP functional and the Tamm–
Dancoff approximation.[72] Similar
level of theory was employed in
previous Fe L-edge XANES calcula-
tion of FeII polypyridyl spin cross-
over complexes.[73] The transition
dipole calculation protocol is given
in Refs. [68] and [42]. The XANES,
RIXS, and SXRS signals were calcu-
lated and plotted using an in-
house Mathematica[74] code. More
computational details can be
found in the Supporting Informa-
tion.

Figure 1. Top) The model structures of Cpd-I and II that were used in the calculations. The Cpd-I model is neutral
and Cpd-II carries one negative charge. Element color scheme: Fe, orange; S, yellow; O, red; N, blue; C, gray; H,
white. Middle and bottom) The molecular orbitals of the various species investigated: a) Cpd-I doublet, b) Cpd-I
quartet, c) Cpd-II triplet, and d) Cpd-II quintet. Quotation marks imply that the orbital symmetries are approxi-
mate. Slp denotes the lone pair orbital on the S atom. “por” denotes the orbitals on the porphyrin ring. The un-
paired electrons are marked in red. In open-shell systems, a and b electrons may not be fully paired, therefore
the assignments of unpaired orbitals are approximate. In all orbital plots, the O atom is above the porphyrin ring
and the S atom is below the porphyrin ring.
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2. Results and
Discussion

2.1. Electronic Structures of Cpd-I and II Species

Both Cpd-I and II are open-shell species. The low-spin (LS) dou-
blet (Cpd-I-d) and high-spin (HS) quartet (Cpd-I-q) are the most
important spin states of Cpd-I. There are three low-lying elec-
tronic states of Cpd-II : the diradicaloid singlet and triplet
(ground state), and the tetraradicaloid quintet.[75] Given that
the relevant singly-occupied orbitals (p*

xz=yz , see Figure 1 c, d) in
Cpd-II are near-degenerate, the open-shell singlet cannot be
obtained through a single reference density functional theory
(DFT). Hence, we focus on the triplet (LS, Cpd-II-t), and quintet
(HS, Cpd-II-qi). The LS-HS equilibrium of the resting enzyme
with substrate bound (state 2 in Scheme 1) has been studied
by resonance Raman spectroscopy.[76, 77] These LS and HS states
of Cpd-I and II are close in energy, and the two-state reactivity
plays an important role[48, 78, 79] in their chemistry. We had simu-
lated the X-ray spectroscopic features of all the four species.

The calculated bond lengths between the iron center and its
adjacent atoms for the four studied species are listed in
Table 1. The Cpd-I Fe�S and Fe�N bond lengths agree with

previous QM/MM calculations.[80, 81] The Cpd-I Fe�O lengths are
less than 1.70 �, which confirms the calculations[80] and experi-
ments on CPO Cpd-I,[32] horseradish peroxidase Cpd-I,[28, 82] and
other Cpd-I model compounds.[82, 83] The Cpd-II Fe�S lengths
are much longer than the EXAFS results[33] because the protein
environment is neglected. We use unprotointegrated trannat-
ed models, which means that the Cpd-II Fe�O lengths are
much shorter than those reported in Ref. [33] (1.82 �). All cal-
culated Cpd-II results are in agreement with the results report-
ed in Ref. [48] . Comparing the bond lengths of Cpd-I and II,
we find that generally the bond lengths of different spin states
of the same compound do not change considerably. One ex-
ception is the Cpd-II-qi state, the Fe�N bonds of which are ap-
proximately 0.06 � longer than in Cpd-II-t. With this exception,
all other Fe�N and Fe�O bonds have similar lengths for both
Cpd-I and II. The Fe�S bonds of Cpd-II are approximately 0.1 �
shorter than in Cpd-I, which implies that the S ligands are
more sensitive to their local electronic structures than the
O ligands.

The calculated orbital energy levels and key molecular orbi-
tals (MO) of the four species are shown in Figure 1. The calcu-
lated electronic structure of Cpd-I species (Figure 1 a, b) are

consistent with the QM/MM results.[80, 81] For the doublet state,
a triradicaloid state is preferred, in which the two spin-parallel
electrons occupy the p*

xz=yz orbitals of the ferryl group, and an-
tiferromagnetically couple with another electron residing in an
orbital of the porphyrin ring (mixture of the a2u porphyrin orbi-
tals). The extra b spin density resides in the porphyrin ring (see
the por + Slp orbital in Figure 1 a), which confirms the conven-
tional picture of an Fe-porphyrin cation radical. For Cpd-I-q, we
see another triradicaloid state (Figure 1 b) in which two spin-
parallel electrons occupy the p*

xz=yz orbitals of the ferryl group,
and ferromagnetically couple with another electron residing in
an orbital of the porphyrin ring (see the por + Slp orbital in Fig-
ure 1 b). For Cpd-II-t, the two electrons with extra spin occupy
two p*

xz/yz orbitals (Figure 1 c). Formally, we can invoke a spin-
flip transition from the occupied b dxy orbital to the virtual
a sx2�y2 orbital, thus Cpd-II-t is converted into the HS state
Cpd-II-qi (see Figure 1 d). Our electronic structures of Cpd-II
species are in agreement with the results reported in Ref. [48] .

2.2. X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure Signals at the Fe
L-edge

XANES spectra are simulated with a Lorentzian lineshape func-
tion described in Equation (1):

SXANES wð Þ ¼
X

e

fegGe

w� weg

� �2þG2
e

ð1Þ

where g and e represent the ground and core excited state, re-
spectively, and weg =we�wg is the core excitation energy. We
set Ge = 0.37 eV, which corresponds to the lifetime broadening
of Fe L-edge excitations.[84] The oscillator strength[85]

feg ¼ 2me

3�h2 weg m!eg

�� ��2 has been extracted from our quantum
chemistry calculations. Here me is the electron mass, and m!eg

is the transition dipole between the core excited and ground
states.

The calculated XANES spectra of the Cpd-I and II species are
shown in Figure 2. TDDFT calculations are known to underesti-
mate core excitation energies by over 10 eVs,[86, 87] and a blue
frequency shift is used to fit experiment. To compare XANES
spectra of different species, we cannot use a uniform shift.
Hence, we present the original TDDFT core excitation energies
throughout this study, and focus on the relative positions of
spectroscopic features.

The iron K-edge XANES spectrum of CYP119 Cpd-II reported
in Ref. [33] only shows small differences with the XANES spec-
tra of native CYP119 and its NO derivative. The iron s!d tran-
sitions are very weak because they are electric dipole-forbid-
den, making it hard to use iron K-edge X-ray spectroscopy to
study the chemically important d orbitals. The p!d transitions
from the L-edges of iron are electric dipole-allowed. According
to our previous simulation experience,[40, 41, 68]

L-edge X-ray
spectroscopy signals (XANES, SXRS, etc.) of heavy atoms are
several order of magnitude stronger than the corresponding K-
edge signals, which facilitates experimental detection of the d

Table 1. Calculated Fe�X (X = N,O,S) bond lengths of studied Cpd-I and II
species. Cpd-I-d: Cpd-I doublet; Cpd-I-q: Cpd-I quartet; Cpd-II-t : Cpd-II
triplet ; Cpd-II-qi : Cpd-II quintet.

Fe�N [�] Fe�O [�] Fe�S [�]

Cpd-I-d 2.011–2.026 1.624 2.581
Cpd-I-q 2.016–2.020 1.626 2.570
Cpd-II-t 2.025–2.030 1.648 2.486
Cpd-II-qi 2.085–2.093 1.651 2.494
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orbitals. We therefore focus on the iron L-edge signals. We ne-
glect spin-orbit coupling (SOC)[88–90] in our simulation.

One clear characteristic of the spectra of all species is the
strong 701.0 eV features (see Figure 2), which represent excita-
tions from iron p orbitals to a mixture of s*

z2 and s*
x2�y2 orbitals

with some iron d contribution (see Figure 1). This gives double
peaks. The energy splitting between the double peaks is small
(<0.1 eV). They overlap and cover the other peak around
701.7 eV. The 701.7 eV features of Cpd-I-d, Cpd-I-q and Cpd-II-t,
thus, become shoulders. The 701.7 eV peaks also represent
core excitation from iron p orbitals to a mixture of s*

z2 and
s*

x2�y2 orbitals, but with more s*
z2 weights than those of the

701.0 eV peaks. In Cpd-II-qi, the 701.7 eV peak becomes very
weak and difficult to see in the spectrum. The features be-
tween 698.0 and 698.7 eV represent iron p orbital core excita-
tions to p*

xz=yz orbitals. This group of peaks is easy to see in the
Cpd-II-qi spectrum. They are weak for Cpd-II-t, and form
a shoulder peak for Cpd-I-d and Cpd-I-q. The Cpd-II-qi spec-
trum is distinct from the spectra of the other three species by
the very strong feature in the low-energy range around
696.6 eV, which corresponds to iron p orbital core excitations
to the empty b dxy orbital. The same type of orbitals are occu-
pied in all the other three species. The 696.6 eV feature also
contains double peaks.

In summary, the Cpd-I-d XANES spectrum is very similar to
that of Cpd-I-q, and they are characterized by a strong feature

around 701.0 eV and a shoulder around 701.7 eV; Cpd-II-t has
a strong 701.0 eV feature with a shoulder, and a weak feature
around 698.5 eV; Cpd-II-qi has a distinctive strong feature
around 696.6 eV.

2.3. Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering Signals

Fe L-edge XANES experiments are challenging because of the
required ultrahigh vacuum and because of self-absorption.[91]

RIXS is an alternative powerful frequency-domain X-ray Raman
technique.[35] In XANES, only the unoccupied valence MOs
around the atoms excited by X-ray pulses are detected, where-
as RIXS probes both occupied and unoccupied MOs in the vi-
cinity of the target atoms through an X-ray Raman process,
which represents the coupling between core and valence exci-
tations. A core electron is excited into an unoccupied orbital
and then de-excited, leaving the system in a valence excited
state. The coupling between core and valence excitations can
be revealed in 2D correlation plots of the two types of excita-
tions (see Figure 3).

The RIXS signal is described by the Kramers–Heisenberg ex-
pression given in Equation (2):[37, 92]

SRIXS w1;w2ð Þ ¼
X

g0

~ag0g w1ð Þ
�� ��2Gg0

w� weg

� �2þG2
e

ð2Þ

where ~ag0g w1ð Þ, given by Equation (3):

~ag0g w1ð Þ ¼
X

e

~e2 �~mg0e

� �
~e1 �~meg

� �

w1 � weg þ iGe
ð3Þ

Figure 3. Simulated RIXS signals of the four studied species. Iron core excita-
tion edges 698.913, 698.906, 698.387, and 696.630 eV are marked as red
dashed lines in the RIXS signal plots.

Figure 2. Simulated Fe L-edge XANES signals of the four studied species.
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is the electronic polarizability. Here, w1 and w2 are the excita-
tion and detection frequencies, respectively ; g’ is the valence
excited state; wij = wi�wj and mij (i,j = g,g’,e) represent the
energy differences and transition dipoles between the corre-
sponding states; ~e1 and ~e2 are the unit vectors along the exci-
tation and detection polarizations, respectively ; Gg’ is the in-
verse lifetime of the valence excited state. We assume parallel
excitation and detection polarizations, and set Gg’= 0.05 eV in
all calculations. More details about RIXS calculations are given
in the Supporting Information.

The calculated RIXS spectra are presented in Figure 3. Only
when the core and valence excitations share a large fraction of
their particle orbitals can they produce a strong peak in the
RIXS spectrum. We examine the strong peak around (w1�w2 =

2.9 eV, w1 = 701.0 eV) in Figure 3 a. The core excitation of
Cpd-I-d around 701.0 eV represents the iron core p! s*

z2 and
p! s*

x2�y2 transitions, and the valence excitation around
2.9 eV can be considered as dxy ! s*

z2 and dxy ! s*
x2�y2 transi-

tions. Both excitations share a large fraction of the virtual orbi-
tals, which explains the origin of this strong peak. Other fea-
tures in the RIXS spectra can be analyzed in the same manner.
Both Cpd-I-d and Cpd-I-q have simple RIXS spectrum patterns
as strong peaks only show along the (w1 = 701.0 eV) line,
which confirms the single strong peak (with a shoulder) struc-
ture in the corresponding XANES spectra (Figure 2 a, b). Cpd-I-d
has a strong feature that corresponds to the 1.8 eV valence ex-
citation. This valence excitation shares the s*

x2�y2 virtual orbital
with the 701.0 eV core excitation. This strong feature does not
exist in the Cpd-I-q spectrum. For Cpd-I-q, the core excitations
around (w1 = 701.0 eV) couple with the valence excitations at
(w1�w2 = 2.8, 4.0 eV). The (w1�w2 = 4.0 eV) feature is absent in
the Cpd-I-d spectrum. A clear explanation for these peaks is
difficult because the CI coefficients of the relevant valence ex-
citations are highly scattered, but we believe the
b a2u þ Slp ! p*

xz=yz , b pxz=yz and dxy ! s*
z2 transitions play im-

portant roles. The RIXS spectrum of Cpd-II-t shows a doublet
around (w1�w2 = 2.0 eV), due to the involvement of the core
and valence excitations in the b p*

xz=yz orbitals. The valence ex-
citations at about 2.15 eV are too weak to be seen in the corre-
sponding UV/Vis absorption spectrum (see the Supporting In-
formation), but are very clear in the RIXS spectrum. This is
a good illustration for the complementary window for valence
excitations provided by RIXS to UV/Vis absorption spectrosco-
py. The 701.7 eV core excitation couples with the valence exci-
tations at 2.65 and 2.79 eV through both the e*

g and s*
z2 orbi-

tals. Like Cpd-I-d, Cpd-II-t lacks strong RIXS features above
(w1�w2 = 4.0 eV). The RIXS spectrum of Cpd-II-qi only shows
strong features along the (w1 = 701.0 eV) line, where the s*

z2 or-
bitals couple the corresponding core and valence excitations.
The characteristic 696.6 eV low-energy core excitation does not
couple very efficiently with any valence excitation. One feature
different from the Cpd-II-t RIXS spectrum is the strong w1�w2

�5.3 eV peak, which mainly corresponds to dxy ! s*
z2 transi-

tions. From the above analysis, the characteristic RIXS features
and patterns of all the studied species can be established.

2.4. Stimulated X-ray Raman Spectroscopy Signals

In a two-pulse pump–probe SXRS experiment,[37, 93, 94] the pump
pulse first prepares a valence excited-state wavepacket of the
sample through an X-ray Raman process, another pulse then
arrives at a later time to probe this valence excited state wave-
packet. The 1D integrated two-pulse SXRS (I2P-SXRS) signal is
defined as the difference of the integrated transmission of the
probe pulse (number of photons) with and without the pump
pulse.[38, 39, 68] The signal is collected in the time-domain as
a function of the interpulse delay t. The Fourier-transformed
signal in the frequency-domain is given by Equation (4):

SI2P�SXRSðWÞ ¼ �
X

g0

Imða2;gg0 Þa1;g0g

W� wg0g þ iGg0
þ ½Imða2;gg0 Þa1;g0g�*

Wþ wg0g þ iGg0

� �
ð4Þ

where aj;g0g0 0 , given by Equation (5):

aj;g0g00 ¼
X

e

ð~ej �~mg0eÞð~ej �~meg00 Þ
2p

Z 1

�1
dw

e*
j ðwÞe*

j ðwþ wg0g00 Þ
wþ wj � weg0 þ iGe

ð5Þ

is the effective polarizability, which includes the pulse enve-
lope effect of the j-th pulse (j = 1 for the pump and j = 2 for
the probe pulse) ; W is the Fourier conjugate of t, and ~ej , ej

and wj are the polarization vector, envelope function centered
at zero, and carrier frequency of the j-th pulse, respectively ; g’
and g’’ are ground or valence excited states. We adopt parallel
polarization configuration, and use Gaussian pulses with
a 100 as duration (FWHM) for both pump and probe. These
pulses are centered at the core edges as described in the cap-
tion of Figure 4. The detailed evaluation of Equation (5) with
Gaussian pulses can be found in the appendix of Ref. [37] . We
set the valence excited state inverse lifetime Gg’= 0.05 eV, Ge =

0.37 eV for Fe2p excitations, and Ge = 0.09 eV for N1s excita-
tions in our calculations. We only show the positive W part of
the signal in Equation (4) because SI2P�SXRSð�WÞ ¼ S*

I2P�SXRSðWÞ.
The two-color signals depend on the pump/probe order, and
the Fe2p/N1s and N1s/Fe2p signals are not identical.[40, 68, 95]

Given that the two types of signals carry the same information
about N1s and Fe2p core-valence excitation coupling, we only
show the Fe2p/N1s two-color signals. The N1s/Fe2p two-color
signals are shown in the Supporting Information for reference.
For simplicity, we only show the modulus of the SXRS signals.
The real and imaginary parts of the signals contain information
about the signs and phases of the features at different fre-
quencies. These have been provided in the Supporting
Information.

The one- and two-color I2P-SXRS signals together with 1D-
RIXS signals traced along the marked lines in Figure 3 are
shown in Figure 4. Columns a) and b) show similar signals. The
differences only stem from the Gaussian pulses vs. monochro-
matic light. However, the two-color Fe2p/N1s signals provide
different information regarding the coupling between Fe2p
and N1s core excitations. The 1D signals shown in column c)
reveal which valence excitations facilitate the coupling of the
Fe2p and N1s core excitations, because only when the three
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types of excitations (Fe2p, N1s and valence) share similar parti-
cle orbitals will a strong peak show up at the corresponding
positions in the SXRS spectrum. Information about the spatial
distribution and coupling of virtual orbitals with core orbitals
can be inferred from the two-color SXRS signals, which reflects
the metal–ligand covalency in these iron complexes.[36] For ex-
ample, the strong 3.8 eV peak in the Fe2p/N1s spectrum of
Cpd-I-d is absent in the corresponding Fe2p/Fe2p spectrum.
An analysis of the dominant excited states shows that the vir-
tual orbitals e*

g play important roles in coupling the Fe2p and
N1s excitations because they have relatively large MO contri-
butions from the N atoms and strong coupling with the N1s
orbitals, whereas the major virtual orbital around 698.9 eV
Fe2p excitation is the p*

xz=yz orbital with minor coupling with
the N1s orbitals, which explains the absence of the strong
peak around 3.8 eV in the Fe2p/Fe2p spectrum. Even though
there are many N atoms in the protein environment of CYPs,
only those coordinating to the Fe center significantly contrib-
ute to the Fe2p/N1s SXRS signals. Other N atoms are too far to
couple with the Fe center. Moreover, two-color SXRS signals
could be useful for distinguishing different species when one-
color signals are not so selective. We can see this from the
Cpd-II spectra. The profiles of the Fe2p/Fe2p spectra of Cpd-II-t
and Cpd-II-qi are similar, so the two spectra may overlap and
are indistinguishable. The two-color SXRS signals tell a different
story: Cpd-II-t shows a series strong peaks between 4 to 5 eV,
whereas Cpd-II-qi only shows weak peaks in the same energy
range.

One-color I2P-SXRS looks like a time-domain counterpart of
RIXS, which may provide similar information about core-va-
lence excitation coupling; whereas the two-color mode of I2P-
SXRS (pump and probe at different core edges) could reveal
the coupling between core excitations at different sites. This
type of information is not available in linear XANES and RIXS
experiments. In addition, much more detailed information
about core excitation coupling can be obtained by analyzing
the frequency-dispersed 2P-SXRS signals, or by extending the
technique to higher dimensions.[39] In all, our SXRS analysis
shows that the technique is complementary to XANES and
RIXS techniques for detecting CYP reaction intermediates.

3. Conclusions

We simulated the XANES, RIXS, and SXRS signals of simple mo-
lecular models of the four CYP reaction intermediate species
and discussed the relationship between the signal and elec-
tronic structure. Characteristic X-ray spectroscopy features of
different species were highlighted. The X-ray experiments con-
sidered in this study might be difficult to perform, because the
capture of Cpd-I is challenging. We also simulated the XANES,
RIXS, and SXRS signals of the ground state (doublet) of the
resting P450 enzyme (state 1 in Scheme 1, P450-1-d), which
are easier to obtain experimentally. Details of these results
have been provided in the Supporting Information. These sig-
nals were distinct from the corresponding signals of the Cpd-I
and Cpd-II species, because of differences the iron oxidation

Figure 4. a) Simulated 1D-RIXS, b) modulus one-color (Fe2p pump and Fe2p probe, Fe2p/Fe2p), and c) two-color (Fe2p pump and N1s probe, Fe2p/N1s) I2P-
SXRS signals of the four studied species, obtained at iron core excitation edges of 698.913, 698.906, 698.387, and 696.630 eV for Cpd-I-d, Cpd-I-q, Cpd-II-t,
and Cpd-II-qi, respectively.
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states (III for P450-1-d and IV for the Cpd-I and Cpd-II species).
The signals could be analyzed in the same way, as outlined in
the main text. The X-ray spectroscopic features of other spe-
cies in the P450 catalytic cycle could also be obtained and ana-
lyzed. The present calculation and spectroscopy signal inter-
pretation protocols will be useful for future X-ray theoretical
and experimental studies on CYP systems. Moreover, the Fe/O
and Fe/S two-color SXRS signals may be sensitive to the elec-
tronic structures of the distal and the proximal pockets of the
enzyme, respectively, which reflect the substrate-binding and
protein environment.

CYPs are complex systems, and there are many unanswered
questions about the reaction intermediates in their catalytic
oxidation cycle. A single spectroscopic technique may only
reveal one facet of the whole complex problem. Time-resolved
X-ray absorption has been successfully used to detect photo-
chemical dynamics;[34, 96] RIXS has been used to investigate the
chemical bonds in transition-metal enzymes;[36, 91] and simulat-
ed SXRS signals have recently been shown to be suitable for
monitoring electron-[41] and energy-transfer dynamics.[40] With
ultrashort time resolution and atomic pinpoint spatial accuracy,
these X-ray techniques provide new viewing angles to com-
plex reaction systems. Complimentary to existing infrared or
optical spectroscopy techniques, together they can be used to
elucidate details of the CYP-catalyzed oxidation and bring new
insights.
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FIG. S1. Simulated UV-vis absorption spectra for the four studied species.

ADDITIONAL COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Using Eq. 2 and 3 in the main text to calculate RIXS signals requires a sum over many

core and valence excited states. To balance the computational accuracy and cost, we choose

150 core excited states (energy range ∼ 11 eV) and 200 valence excited states (energy range

∼ 6 eV) for each studied species. Since the species are all open-shell, we use the unrestricted

version of linear-response TDDFT, which is standard in the NWChem package, to obtain

those core and valence excited states. It is well known that unrestricted reference-based

TDDFT has spin contamination problem1,2. This difficulty can be overcome by using tensor

references3–5, but the formalism is complicated. Here we follow the suggestion of Casida and

coworkers2 that one could use the difference of the total spin square between excited states

and the reference state (∆⟨S2⟩) to filter out excited states with heavy spin-contamination.

We only admit excited states with ∆⟨S2⟩ < 1.0 into our signal simulation.



FIG. S2. Simulated N K-edge XANES signals of the four studied species.
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FIG. S3. Simulated Fe2p/Fe2p one-color SXRS signals of the four studied species. (a) Real parts

of the signals; (b) Imaginary parts of the signals.
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FIG. S4. Simulated Fe2p/N1s two-color SXRS signals of the four studied species. (a) Real parts

of the signals; (b) Imaginary parts of the signals.



FIG. S5. Simulated N1s/Fe2p two-color SXRS signals of the four studied species. (a) Modulus

signals; (b) Real parts of the signals; (c) Imaginary parts of the signals.

FIG. S6. The structure of the resting P450 enzyme doublet model (P450-1-d). The model is

neutral. Element color scheme: Fe, orange; S, yellow; O, red; N, blue; C, grey; H, white. Bond

lengths (Å): Fe–O, 2.193; Fe–S, 2.233; Fe–N, 2.006-2.029.



FIG. S7. Simulated UV-vis absorption (left), N1s XANES (middle) and Fe2p XANES (right)

spectra of the doublet resting P450 enzyme model (state 1 in Fig. 1 in the main text.)

FIG. S8. Simulated RIXS signal of the doublet resting P450 enzyme model.

FIG. S9. Simulated modulus one-color (Fe2p/Fe2p, left) and two-color (Fe2p/N1s, right) I2P-SXRS

signals of the doublet resting P450 enzyme model.
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